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A novel method is proposed to extract dynamic tone features using 2D

oriented filters. As 2D oriented filters are capable of capturing pitch

orientations, they can make full use of the information from neighbour-

ing frames to extract dynamic tone features without knowing pitch or

using pitch tracking algorithms. Experimental results show that the

proposed method can produce dynamic tone features of good quality.

Introduction: Tone features are useful to many speech processing

systems [1]. Tone is a main tool for emphasising a syllable, a word, a

phrase or even changing the meaning of a sentence. In tonal language,

tones carry lexical meanings and play a vital role in distinguishing

words with the same pronunciations. Therefore tone features are

indispensable to many tonal language speech recognition systems[1, 2].

Tone features are usually derived from fundamental frequency (F0) or

pitch period (T0) that is extracted from speech by pitch determination

algorithms (PDAs) [3]. However, due to irregular glottal excitation and

noise corruption, the extracted dynamic features arevery noisy. The blame

for failing to produce smooth dynamic tone features by existing PDAs

should be partially laid on the current criterion of ‘good’ PDAs. Current

PDA criterion focuses only on accuracy of pitch estimation and ignores

the smoothness of dynamic features that are sometimes more important.

In this Letter, a new method to extract DT0 without knowing pitch

values is proposed. The proposed method is robust to noise and

doubled=halved T0, and can produce smooth normalised DT0.

2D oriented filters for normalised DT0 estimation: As a 2D oriented

filter can utilise information from neighbouring frames as well, it is

extremely robust to noise. Autocorrelation PDAs are also robust to

noise and outperform many computation-intensive PDAs [4]. There-

fore it is expected that a combination of these two can work very well

at noisy environments.

A. The second derivative of a Gaussian: For dynamic tone feature

extraction, it is desirable to have a 2D oriented filter that is a lowpass

filter for inter-frames in the direction of pitch orientation. Therefore, it

can alleviate the influence of irregular glottal excitations and also

enhance the resistance to noise. The second derivative of a Gaussian is

a suitable choice according to the above criterion. Let G2
0 (x, y)

represent the negative function of the derivative of a Gaussian

G0
2ðx; yÞ ¼ ð1� 2x2Þe�ðx

2þy2Þ ð1Þ

Let G2
y(x, y) be the rotated version of G2

0(x, y) by an angle y. G2
y(x, y) can

also be expressed as a rotated version of (1� 2x2) by an angle y within

the Gaussian envelope e�(x2þy2). As G2
y(x, y) is steerable [5], we have

Gy
2ðx; yÞ ¼ k1ðyÞG

0�

2 ðx; yÞ

þ k2ðyÞG
45�

2 ðx; yÞ þ k3ðyÞG
�45�

2 ðx; yÞ ð2Þ

where interpolation functions ki (y) are given by

k1ðyÞ ¼ cosð2yÞ

k2ðyÞ ¼ sinðyÞ½sinðyÞ þ cosðyÞ� ð3Þ

k3ðyÞ ¼ sinðyÞ½sinðyÞ � cosðyÞ�

The main advantages of using an oriented filter based on the second

derivative of a Gaussian for tone feature extraction are:

– Due to the directional property of the filter, the filter can smoothen the

normalised DT0.

– The decision is made based on information from several frames

instead of one frame, therefore it is robust to gross errors of an

individual frame in the group.

– The normalised DT0 is calculated according to the position and the

orientation of the filter that produce the maximum output. Therefore,

the proposed method does not require a pitch tracking algorithm and

is robust to doubled=halved T0.

– The oriented filter is steerable, i.e. the output of the filter can be

expressed as a weighted sum of outputs of the designed basis filters.

Therefore, the computation efficiency is high.

B. Sharpened weighted-autocorrelation function: Autocorrelation

function is robust to noise, but the formant interference is the main

problem for pitch determination. The weighted autocorrelation analysis

[6] can suppress the formant structure and provide better performance

on pitch determination than the conventional autocorrelation analysis,

thus it is a good idea to apply the 2D oriented filter on the weighted

autocorrelation function to produce a peak in the pitch orientation at T0.

The weighted autocorrelation function is defined as [6]

rðt; tÞ ¼ fðt; tÞ=½cðt; tÞ þ 1� ð4Þ

where t is time lag, t is the frame index, f(t, t) is the autocorrelation

and c(t, t) is the average magnitude difference function. f(t, t) and

c(t, t) are given by

fðt; tÞ ¼
1

N

PN�1

n¼0

sðnþ t � TsÞsðnþ t � Ts þ tÞ ð5Þ

cðt; tÞ ¼
1

N

PN�1

n¼0

jsðnþ t � TsÞ � sðnþ t � Ts þ tÞj ð6Þ

where s(n) is the speech signal and Ts is the frame step.

Fig. 1 Original and sharpened weighted autocorrelation functions

However when the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) becomes lower, pitch

harmonic peaks become less sharp, as shown in Fig. 1. On the other hand,

the 2D oriented filter requires sharp peaks in order to obtain an accurate

estimation of dynamic tone features. To solve this problem, a nonlinear

filtering method is used to sharpen peaks and further reduce noise:

tsdðt; tÞ ¼ max
P
k

g2ðkÞrðt� k; tÞ �
P
k

g1ðkÞrðt� k; tÞ

����
����; 0

� �
ð7Þ

where rsd(t, t) is the sharpened weighted-autocorrelation function, and

g2(t) and g1(t) are given by

g2ðtÞ ¼ ð1� 2t2=s2
t Þe
�r2=s2

t

g1ðtÞ ¼ ðt
2=s2

t Þe
�r2=s2

t

and st is a constant. Fig. 1 clearly shows that the sharpened weighted-

autocorrelation function is ready for dynamic tone feature extraction as

its peaks are very sharp even for noisy speech.

C. Dynamic tone feature extraction: As speech is a time-variant signal,

we can only use few neighbouring frames for tone feature extraction. At

the same time, a relatively large range of time lag should be used to

cover possible values of DT0. Therefore different scales are defined as:

x ¼ t=sx y ¼ t=sy ð8Þ

where sx and sy are scaling constants of t and t, respectively. Now, we

can apply the oriented filter on rsd(t, t). Let O2
y(x, y) represent the output

of G2
y(x, y). As a output of G2

y(x, y) at a pitch harmonic peak should be

maximised when the orientation of the filter matches the harmonic

orientation, we can estimate the normalised DT0 by solving (@O2
y(x, y)=

@y)¼ 0:

gDT0 ¼ �
1

Tp

tanðydÞ
sx

sy

=Ts ð9Þ

where the maximum output occurs at Tp and orientation yd.
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Some experimental results: To evaluate the performance of the

proposed method, Keele Pitch Database [7] was used. In the system,

speech was lowpass filtered with cutoff frequency of 700 Hz and then

down-sampled to 8000 samples per second. The parameters used in

experiments are st¼ 10, sx¼ 7 and sy¼ 2.5 and Ts¼ 10 ms.

Fig. 2 shows an example of the dynamic tone information extracted

from the true pitch and from the clean speech by the proposed method.

Owing to irregular excitation, the true gDT0
is not smooth. In contrast,

the gDT0
extracted by the proposed method is much smoother and this is

desirable for tone language speech recognition.

Fig. 2 Smoothness of extracted normalised-DT0

——— gDT0 derived from Keele Pitch Database

---------- gDT0 extracted by proposed method

The proposed method is also robust to noise. Fig. 3 shows examples

of gDT0 extracted from speech corrupted by additive white Gaussian

noise. Clearly if SNR� 5, the gDT0 extracted from noisy speech is

almost identical to that from clean speech in voiced frames. Even when

SNR¼ 0, the proposed method can give good estimation in most

frames, and significant errors only occur at very weak speech frames.

Fig. 3 Robustness of proposed method

——— gDT0 extracted from noisy speech at SNR¼ 5 dB

--------- gDT0 extracted from noisy speech at SNR¼ 0 dB

Conclusions: A novel method for dynamic tone feature extraction is

presented. As gDT0 is obtained without knowing pitch, it can be used

to improve pitch tracking algorithms for conventional PDAs. The

proposed method uses an oriented filter which utilises information

from neighbouring frames of speech, therefore it is robust to noise.

Because pitch orientation is obtained by a group decision, the

proposed method is robust to failures of individual frames and

the extracted DT0 is smooth. As the proposed method is designed to

find the directions of pitch harmonic changes, it is inherently

insensitive to the problem of halved=doubled pitch. The quality

of tone features produced by the proposed method is remarkably

good.
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